Martin Garratt and his partner, Marilyn Price, are the owners of UMF Models in Cradley
Heath in the U.K. UMF is a small shop that specializes in model kits and relies
primarily on Martin’s reputation for build-up and painting services. He has become
familiar to U.S. garage kit fans because of his outstanding dinosaur build-ups and his
convincingly realistic dinosaur dioramas. His work on the dioramas left us wondering
what his kind of talent might do with Black Heart’s T. Rex wall-hanger kit.
The man does not play around.
With articles about most of our other kits already published, we
thought dinosaur modelers (and Black Heart, too) might benefit
from a Martin Garratt article demonstrating how he did what he
did to Stan the T-Rex.
Thanks, Martin, for making us look good.
________________________________________________________________________________________
I have always been interested in animals of all kinds. Years ago I worked at Dudley Zoo in the town of Dudley in West Midlands, England. Hundreds of
exotic and endangered animals inhabit the wooded hillside around the ruins of the 11th century Dudley Castle. I looked after a wide variety of animals,
including the “big cats”, bears, giraffe, birds and, for a time, was Head Keeper of the Invertebrate House. Observing these animals daily for the five or so
years I spent there gave me excellent insight into choosing natural, believable colour schemes for my dinosaur model build-ups.
That was my goal for Black Heart’s T. Rex wall-hanger kit. Mike Berglund’s sculpture is reported to be the most accurate sculpt ever rendered of Stan. See
Black Heart’s T-Rex Profile and Mike Berglund’s video and Mike Berglund’s video #2 for more information.
Stan comes in 3 pieces: the head and top jaw, the lower jaw, and the tongue. After
thoroughly washing and drying the kit, building, filling and cleaning up, I primed it with a
white automotive spray paint. (Pics 1 & 2)
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Then the base coat was airbrushed using
Com.Art’s Steve Riojas Green Flesh. The
white primer was then sprayed onto the
kit again, this time in sporadic bursts
about 3' away to give a patchy 'dust coat'
of white.
Once dry a mix of Daler-Rowney Raw Umber, Payne's Grey, Winsor & Newton's Matt Gel and
Glazing Medium was applied with a brush to the upper section of the head and snout and
then wiped off with a cloth leaving the colour in between the scales. The lower jaw and
underside of the neck was glazed with the same method but leaving out the Payne's Grey.
Then the whole kit was dry-brushed up with a mix of 'Folkart Pebblebrook and white.

Next I airbrushed mottling using Com.Art’s Steve Riojas Raw Umber. Then I mixed Com.Art’s
Steve Riojas Olive Flesh with black and mottled over the previous mottling. (Pic 3)
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Brown Flesh mixed with black was used for the darker pattern. (Pic 4 & 5)
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I airbrushed 'Tamiya Clear Blue' around the eye area and then I misted 'Citadel Sepia' all over the darker parts. (Pic 6,7,8)
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A clear red was airbrushed along the top of the snout and the back of the
head. Then 'Citadel Athonian Camoshade' was misted over that. (Pic 9)
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I airbrushed the inside of the mouth and tongue with 'Com.Art Steve Riojas
In Mouth Flesh'. (Pic lO)
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I highlighted the mouth with 'Purple Flesh' and
mottled the tongue with 'Citadel Sepia' (Pic ll).

Then I sealed the whole head with a mix of Galleria Matt Varnish and Tamiya Smoke.

At this point I decided I would like to install glass eyes. So, with the Dremel and the cutting disc
attachment, I cut out an access panel in the back of the kit (Pic 12) and cut the eyes out (Pic 13).
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I then installed the eyes through the access panel, they were held in place with Milliput (Pic 14). The eyelids were also made with Milliput. I painted the
eyelids with a pink giving a fleshy appearance. 'Tamiya Clear Red' mixed with a touch of black was used for the cut on the top of the head. The teeth were
painted with Citadel Bleached Bone and the base of the teeth airbrushed with Com.Art Brown Flesh. (Pic l5).
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For a wet look, I sprayed Johnson’s Floor Wax inside the mouth (Pics 16 and 17).
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After finishing my own Stan, I was commissioned to paint a second Black Heart T. Rex for a client in North Carolina (Pic 18). I installed glass eyes but went
with a different colour scheme and painted different patterns on my client’s T. Rex. I’m glad to have had the opportunity to paint two of these fantastic T.
Rex busts so far. They are beautifully cast – as are all of Black Heart’s kits. And, Mike Berglund’s sculpture is amazing! I thoroughly enjoyed working on
them and look forward to being able to paint more Black Heart’s kits in the future.
How about “Big Al” next, George?
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